Low Cost Autonomous Battery Replacement System for Quadrotor Small Unmanned Aerial Systems (sUAS) using 3D Printing Components
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Abstract—Quadrotor sUAS have a limited battery life, which limits the flight time of missions. Many other researchers have proposed battery replacement as a method of extending the flight time of an sUAS. However, the battery swapping methods in these previous designs were very complex. In this paper, a simpler method for battery swapping is proposed, which makes it easier to both attach and remove the battery from the quadrotor. In addition, all these designs can be implemented with 3D printers, reducing the cost for production. The battery swapping station consists of 4 components: main replacement portion, male and female funnel, modified battery sleeve, and rotating battery chassis. Experimentation showed that the system was able to replace a battery autonomously, using only sensor inputs. Tests on the battery case proved that the electric contact was reliable and the quadrotor sUAS could be armed and operated using the modified battery. However further experimentation is needed to successfully integrate the male funnel with an sUAS for field operations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the plummeting cost of imaging sensors and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have ushered remote sensing into a new era. UAVs based remote sensing provides a lower cost, higher mission flexibility and higher imaging resolution. There have been many studies in applications of UAVs in precision agriculture [1], [2], [3], [4], such as water stress quantification [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], melon detection [11], biomass estimation [12], chemical spraying [13].

As aerial platforms, UAVs improve monitoring or actuation efficiency significantly. There is, however, a big issue to apply them in a large scale. To the best our knowledge, currently, average flight time of quadrotors ranges between 10 minutes and 50 minutes depending the attached payload weight. That means there must be a field technician helping change batteries between multiple missions. For a larger field, it might even require to move and setup the ground station again for different missions. For example, in our study of water stress quantification using UAV based remote sensing [6], we have to move the the ground station to Middle Block, West Block, East Block in order to finish the flight missions.

Moreover, battery swapping stations are also necessary for frequent missions in the same field. Take crop monitoring for example, it usually requires weekly flight missions during the growing seasons. In principle, if there was a battery swapping station, together with a battery charging station and wireless network, we would be able to program UAVs to conduct missions fully autonomously without sending pilots to fields particularly for changing batteries and downloading data. This autonomous data collection platform, without involving pilot intervention, will significantly democratize UAV technologies and their benefits.

In order to overcome this problem, many researchers have been working on battery swapping systems for unmanned aerial vehicles to minimize involvement of human interven-
tion. In [14], a ground station was proposed, where magnetic couplers were used for connecting the battery to the vehicle. However, magnetic connectors introduced unwanted contact in battery transportation. In [15], an electric battery swapping mechanism was proposed to take out the used battery and replace a new battery. It also supported hot battery swapping. In [16], a battery was designed with embedded neodymium magnets. A servo was used to lock and unlock the battery pack by moving magnets. In [17], a cuboidal battery case was designed to hold the battery, where the internal electrode was designed with a zigzag shape.

In this study, we developed a new low-cost and simple battery swapping ground station, a battery case and a battery carriage attached to the UAVs. Different from those previous designs using magnets to make battery contact tight, we used a wedging mechanism, via which the battery case can be easily both attached and removed from the battery chassis under the quadrotor. We described the mechanical design of each component, the electrical system and the work flow of battery swapping. Indoor tests showed our design was feasible and successful.

II. DESIGN FEATURES OF PROPOSED STATION

A. Overview of All Station Parts

The battery replacement system (Figure. 1) proposed has four main subcomponents: the swapping mechanism, the male/female funnel, the modified battery case with a battery chassis, and the internal electronics. The swapping mechanics removes the depleted battery from the sUAS and loads a charged battery into the battery chassis. The male component of the funnel is an extension of the core station. The purpose of this component is to guide the sUAS into the same location for battery replacement to occur. The battery casing was modified to allow the sUAS to receive power, while still being easily removable by the station. Finally, the electronics use LEDs as input sensors that operate the movement of 3 separate DC motors, creating an autonomous system. Each subsection of the autonomous battery replacement system will be elaborated on the following sections.

B. Core Swapping Portion

The core swapping portion (Figure. 2) of the battery replacement system removes the depleted sUAS battery, raises a fully charged battery from storage, and loads the new battery into the sUAS. The overall construction of the station was made from 1/2 PVC piping, with a wooden slab to separate the drone interaction region with the logic controllers and stored batteries below the station. Custom parts that are needed for operation were designed and printed using PLA filament; more common components being purchased.

The process (Figure. 3) begins with an interaction with the station chassis and the modified battery chassis. The station chassis receives the modified battery chassis and rotates 180 degrees to allow for the loading and unloading of the battery. The design of the station chassis is an extruded cylindrical motor mount, designed for a 12V DC motor. A rectangular base with two rectangularly extruded fins tangential to the loading motion. The top of the fins has a slight angle to help guide the battery chassis into place; the pilot is needed to adjust the position of the sUAS in flight to ensure that it enters the station in the unloading position. Next the loading arm activates to remove the depleted battery from the battery chassis. Several holes were drilled into the loading arm to integrate LED for position control. The loading arm rests in a vibration resistant container, which only allows for arm motion along the loading and unloading path. The driving 12V motor is mounted horizontally onto a 3D printed mount. A gear was printed to match a purchased track.
The battery elevator raises the fully charged batteries from lower storage. A smaller motor spins a shaft with a corresponding nut, the motion of the shaft raises the platform where the batteries rest. The storage container allows for one battery to be in the loading and unloading region at one time; a copper strip on top of the storage container signals when the new battery is in position. The storage container contains two small holes along the load/unload path which allows for the loading arm to pass through the container.

A receiver is placed at the end of the process to contain the depleted battery after the unloading process. The receiver contains a forward-facing hole that is intended to accept the modified battery casing. The battery slides into a storage container that mimics the storage container used in the battery elevator proportion.

**C. Modified Battery Casing and Battery Chassis**

The modified battery casing and chassis allows for the sUAS to have a removable battery that remains stable in flight. Both components were manufactured using 3D printable PLA filament, with copper plates to transfer electricity. The battery casing (Figure. 4, 5) is a PLA sleeve that fits over a standard 12V battery. The arming plug is removed and connected to two copper plates located below case. The top of the sleeve is sloped, larger end at the base of the battery running down to the front of the case. This slope secures the battery in place while the sUAS is in flight. A thin plate is attached to the base of the casing to allow for the safe removal of the battery when interacting with the loading arm.

The battery chassis (Figure. 6) connects to the sUAS power supply, transferring power from the modified battery casing to the sUAS. The chassis contains two sub components: a mounting disk that allows for the loading and unloading of the battery case, and the housing for the battery case. The rotation disk (Figure. 7) is a PLA printed fixed exterior disk, with a free rotating interior disk. Two sets of magnets are mounted inside of the gap between the fixed disk and rotating disk. The magnets hold the disks in place during flight, but allows for the rotation of the battery chassis during battery replacement.

The battery housing is a rectangular prism with a matching internal curvature that compliments the battery sleeve. Two copper plates run along the internal base of the chassis that receives power from the battery; the plates connect to an arming plug, powering the sUAS. The base of the battery chassis has two horizontal copper plates; these strips when connected to corresponding copper strips on the battery replacement chassis starts the replacement process.

**D. Male/Female Funnel**

The funnel consists of two subcomponents: the female funnel and the male funnel. The female component that is a separate case placed over the core swapping component.
While the male component is attached to the base of the sUAS to guide the sUAS into the core swapping portion of the station.

The female component of the funnel was constructed from 1 in inner diameter pvc piping, to increase stability. The base is a standard rectangular prism with two raised trapezoidal fins. The trapezoidal fins interact with the male component to guide the sUAS into the rotational chassis of the core replacement section. Gatorboard slabs were attached to the trapezoidal fins, the fins assist in the guiding process.

The male component of the funnel (Figure. 8) is attached to the base of the sUAS. The attachment is a hollow shell constructed from balsa wood, with wood glue to hold the joints together. The shell is a trapezoidal prism; with the larger base attached to the quadrotors legs and the smaller base attached to the battery chassis. The funnel remains light to allow for easier take off, with the battery chassis remaining directly below the center of gravity of the quadrotor.

E. Cost Analysis

The designed components were manufactured using a filament printer, using PLA as the source material. Aside from 3D printed components, Table I lists the major parts to build this platform. As it shows, we can keep the cost for this platform under $400.

III. Experiments Performed and Results

The station test attempted to determine if the station could autonomously replace an sUAS battery from the battery chassis. The experiment was conducted in a laboratory environment, with an independent power source of 12V to power the stations electronics. The male funnel attachment was place into the station without the use of a quadrotor. This decision was made to reduce the number of active variables in the station test experiment.

The result of the experiment was that battery replacement could be achieved. The station could apply enough force to remove the modified battery casing from the battery chassis.
TABLE I  
THE COST OF MAIN PARTS USED TO THIS BATTERY SWAPPING STATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arduino</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor shield</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor for loading battery packs</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor for lifting battery packs</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracks attached to the arm</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous parts such as 3D printing filament</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The loading motor could properly lift the weight of the battery and the case. The loading arm properly aligned with the raised charged battery, and loading the new battery into the chassis.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The autonomous battery replacement system constructed is a functional, low cost, and portable system capable of replacing modified sUAS batteries. Experiments conducted showed that this system can replace a modified 3S LiPo battery under laboratory settings, with a standard 3S LiPo battery as a power source. The modified battery case and battery chassis is capable of powering an sUAS and allowing the platform to arm.

The next steps for this project will be modifying the battery replacement system to be placed in the field, integrating an autonomous charging feature, as well as to integrate an sUAS with the male UAS battery attachment. In order to prepare for a field test of the station, all electronics will need to be incased inside of the station. By incasing the electronics, the station will be safe from environmental factors such as wind and sediment. Next an autonomous charging feature will need to be developed for this project. Currently the modified battery casing has a charging station. Initial testing has found that the station can be attached to a traditional sUAS charging platform and begin to charge the modified battery case manually. However further testing will need to be done in order to determine the reliability and safety of the charging station, as well as to autonomously charge a depleted battery from the station. Integrating an sUAS with the Male funnel and modified battery chassis will require an sUAS powerful enough to comfortably lift the battery and funnel. Some station components will need to be scaled appropriately to accommodate the larger sUAS.
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